


DNC Healthline Website Says
the Term vagina Is No Longer
Gender Inclusive Will Start
Using Front Hole Instead

This is your brain on liberalism.
Healthline is one of the most trafficked websites in the United
States. As of Aug 2018, it had a global ranking by Alexa of 614
and a United States ranking of 237.

This much respected online health journal announced a
major shift this week in an attempt to be more inclusive to
the LGBTQIA community.

From now on “front hole” will be used on
the site instead of “vagina” so that some
nutcase who identifies as a teapot or a
rake will feel included.
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Women are reduced to front holes. 
Caldronpoll.com reported:

Healthline has claimed health disparities and higher rates of HIV
and STIs observed in LGBTQIA communities are due to
discrimination in the sex ed world. So, the California based
health information provider has adopted the gender-inclusive
term “front hole” in place of the medical term, “vagina” in their
latest LGBTQIA safe sex guide.

“For the purpose of this guide, we’ll refer to the vagina as the
‘front hole’ instead of solely using the medical term ‘vagina,’” the
document explains. “This is gender-inclusive language that’s
considerate of the fact that some trans people don’t identify with
the labels the medical community attaches to their genitals.”

“For example, some trans and nonbinary-identified people
assigned female at birth may enjoy being the receptors of
penetrative sex, but experience gender dysphoria when that part
of their body is referred to using a word that society and
professional communities often associate with femaleness. An
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alternative that’s becoming increasingly popular in trans and
queer communities is front hole.”

Women reduced to “front holes” by….the gay and trans alliance?

Front holes.

Front holes.

Front holes.

FRONT HOLES https://t.co/L2iOEUJ0aA

— Jack Murphy (@jackmurphylive) August 20, 2018
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